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Multilingual children – like all children – move between different learning contexts. This paper focuses on
learning contexts related to the learning of languages and literacies, tentatively labelled ’literacy spaces’.
Danish teaching in school represents a well known and privileged example of a literacy space; foreign
language teaching in English, German or French other recognized literacy spaces. However, multilingual
children move in and between a range of other literacy spaces in their eveyday life, all of them potentially
contributing to the construction of the children’s understandings of languages and literacies. These less
known – and in a Danish context much less researched – literacy spaces include mother tongue or com-
munity language teaching in or out of school, Qur’anic class and informal language teaching at home by
parents, siblings or others.

This paper draws on preliminary analysis of data collected in an ongoing PhD project exploring how mul-
tilingual children’s understandings of languages and literacies are constructed in different literacy spaces
through the first years of schooling. The project is organized as a qualitative investigation of literacy spaces
relevant to second graders in a Danish primary school. The research design is ethnographic (Palludan
2004), and the primary data source is participant observation, documented through field notes and video
observation (Raudaskoski 2010). Theoretically, the project applies a social semiotic approach to emergent
biliteracy (Kenner 2004; Kenner & Kress 2003) and furthermore finds inspiration in critical sociolinguistics
(Blommaert 2010; Quist 2009) and New Literacy Studies in multilingual settings (Jones & Martin-Jones
2001).

Drawing on de Certeau’s notion of space as praticed place (de Certeau 1984; Hastrup 2006), the paper
explores meaning making processes across literacy spaces and aims at describing language teaching and
learning as it is practiced by teachers and children in Arabic, Danish, Dari, English, Pashto and Somali
classes.
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